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Eurosurveillance is a European peer-reviewed scientific journal
devoted to the epidemiology, surveillance, prevention and
control of communicable diseases, with a focus on such topics
that are of relevance to Europe.
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Diseases. The Scopus-based SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) for
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Sanitaire (InVS) in Paris, France and the Health Protection
Agency (HPA) in London, United Kingdom. Eurosurveillance is
a registered trademark of the European Union. Since March
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Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) in Stockholm,
Sweden. The publisher grants editorial independence to the
editorial team (http://www.eurosurveillance.eu/ViewArticle.
aspx?ArticleId=19564). The views expressed in the journal are
those of the authors and may not necessarily comply with ECDC
policy. As a non-profit publication, the journal has no financial
conflicts of interest.
The editorial team is based in Stockholm, and supported by a
board of 18 Associate editors and currently 37 country advisors.
The Associate editors consist of internationally renowned and
active experts in the fields of public health and clinical medicine
with expertise in infectious diseases, laboratory research and
diagnostics and mathematical modelling. Our editorial advisors
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More than two decades ago, the sudden emergence of
a variant Creutzfeld-Jakob disease and the finding of its
association with BSE in cattle, caught the attention of
scientists, public health experts, politicians and general
public alike. The deadly outcome of the disease, its long
incubation period and uncertainty about the causative agent
generated concerns and fuelled a media hype. Symptoms
of vCJD develop only many years after the infection, and
diagnosis can be confirmed merely once the patient has died.
As soon as evidence of the transmission patterns of this prion
disease was available, stringent European Union (EU)-wide
control measures were implemented to prevent the spread of
the disease through the food chain.
Long-term surveillance data have meanwhile proven that
containment of an emerging disease with a long incubation
period through rigorous measures is possible and vCJD has
now become a success story on how to control a transmissible
disease with a complex epidemiology. Consequently, focus
has changed from strengthened surveillance to intensive
public health research. The second Eurosurveillance scientific
seminar aims to highlight this shift from public health
emergency to public health research and to demonstrate
the value of the implemented control measures and discuss
lessons learnt.
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